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The Use of the Terms
Piemontese, Waldenses, and Exiles
in the Bernese Council Manuals of the 17th Century
by Paul Hostettler
Translated by Leo Schelbert

This essay explores the use of the terms "Piemontese," "Waldenses,"and
"Exiles" in the Council Manuals of the Bernese government between
1600 and 1700, in order to determine whether these terms are used
synonymously and possibly instead mean Waldenses.

[1] Foreigners are Knocking
Foreigners were knocking at the door of the State of Bern. It was
the year 1605, three years after the Escalade in Geneva when on 11/12
December 1602, Savoyard troops had attempted to invade the city but
were repulsed. What kind of people were they? Where did they come
from? Why did they come to Bern? How were they to be dealt with?
Before one knew full particulars about them, the Patrician government
of the Lords of Bern issued directives: "Savoyards, who are coming to
the country and are of the Reformed religion, shall show their Mannrechtsbriefe, their official papers" -where in the world do refugees
have official papers?- "without regular papers, if they are leading an
honest way of life, they should be received nevertheless by declaring
loyalty [huldigung]."
Thus there was still a possibility of finding admittance! An oath
of allegiance to the government could substitute a missing passport
in case religious affiliation was right also. But there would not be just
1

1

State Archive [Staatsarchiv] Bern, STABE All 320 / RM [Rats-Manual] 9, p. 40.
Except if noted otherwise, the State Archive of Bern is the depository of the sources given
as A II.
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one Savoyard refugee. Many, actually very many, were to arrive in the
course of the century. The commonwealth of Bern needed to find ways to
properly handle the matter. After five years, there was already a need for
a general solution. At the request of an ambassador of the Duke of Savoy,
military troops who wanted to reach Schwarzenburg were allowed passage through Bern's domain, but they were to take the road through Thun
and not through Bern. Perhaps this was an interlude. Thankfully, Savoy
and Spain were considering a peace agreement in 1610 because towards
the end of that year the plague was moving through the country.2
For a long time after the change of sovereignty, the Schwarzenburg area that had previously belonged to the Duchy of Savoy preserved
its friendship with the fellow-believers in the Piemont. The southward
emigration of the 16 th and 17 th centuries to French-speaking Swiss regions and those of Savoy, especially from Guggisberg, was almost as
large as that to the North, a fact that is scarcely known. In the political daily routine of Bern's government, talking about Waldenses was
avoided as much as possible. The term appears for the first time in thf
Council Manuals in 1655.3
Already in 1277, the pyres of the Catholic Inquisition had attempted to eradicate Waldenses in the Schwarzenburg area.4 But now
the Bernese attempted to implement the alliance with the Waldenses
that the Reformed Swiss Cantons had concluded in 1532 in Piemont's
Chanforan.5 Thus the Bernese could not avoid using the name "Waldenses" that the Savoyan Valley people were using for themselves. In
1532, the reformer Guillaume Farel had served them well.
An immigrant group of some fifty Waldensian people from the Piemont, however, received no mention in the Council Manuals. They arrived
in the Schwarzenburg area between 1597 and 1620 and included 20 men,
each of whom had the same first name Glado (Claudius).6 Soon after these

2

A II 331 / RM 20 and A II 335 / RM 24.
A II 434 / RM 123 (April-July), 1655 p. 31.
4
G. F. Ochsenbein, Aus dem schweizerischen Volksleben: Der lnquisitionsprozess wider die Waldenser zu Freiburg im Ochtland im Jahre 1430, nach Akten dargestellt
(Bern: Dalp, 1881 ), 158; Die Berner Chronik des Conrad Justinger. Gottlieb Studer, Hg.
(Bern: Wyss , 1871 ), 37. See also Paul Hostettler, "Tiiufertum im Grenzgebiet zwischen
deutscher und welscher Schweiz und seine waldensischen Wurzeln ," Universitatsbibliothek Bern 2008. ["Anabaptism in the Frontier Region between German- and Frenchspeaking Switzerland and Its Waldensian Roots".]
5 Chanforan in the Piemont, Pellice Valley, General Meeting of 1532.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol50/iss2/2
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people had settled, two Anabaptist centers emerged, one in the surroundings
of Nidegg-Steinenbriinnen-Ackenmatt in the municipality of Wahlern, and
the other in the surroundings of Wyden-Furen-Winterkraut in the municipality of Guggisberg. However, no one took notice in Bern. Nor was there
any mention of Abraham Willeth who had come from the French-speaking
region and about 1600 had married into a family living at the Dilrrenboden
near Wyden in the Schwarzenburg area. Although Abraham was fined large
sums because of being an Anabaptist, he was never summoned to appear
before the "Chorgricht," the special court dealing with religious matters.
The government of Bern actually issued a sympathetic obituary of Willeth,
the only one ever for an Anabaptist. 7 It was truly unique! It is probably not
a mistake to consider him also as a Waldensian immigrant.
From 1605 to the Peace of Westphalia in 1648, the region of Bern
was increasingly a region of immigration and became one of emigration
only thereafter. This is reflected in the registers of the Council Protocols. When I systematically searched them for the years 1600 to 1700
under the letter "P" looking for "Piemontese," some fifty very foreign
sounding names turned up. An appendix lists them and is supplemented
by 15 further "criminal" persons. Of the 65 people, 36 were female,
22 male, while the sex of seven could not be determined. Of these 65
people, 30 were killed by the sword or by fire. Unexpectedly, we find
ourselves in Bern's criminal court. Six of the executed people were
native and 24 from abroad. Was it a case of xenophobia?
Given foreign names such as "Peiper, Porehet, Presses," one would
expect that also foreign religions would be mentioned, but that is not
the case, except if personal names such as Melchisedek, Sara, Ester, and
Isaac should point to the Jewish diaspora. But the relatively frequent
6
Baptismal Register Guggisberg I and Baptismal Register Wahlern I ; see Paul
Hostettler, " Anabaptism in the Frontier Region, between German- and French-speaking
Switzerland and Its Waldensian Roots" that features Glado Serar and his followers in section 3.
7
AV 1187: Amterbuch Schwarzenburg D, p. 399:"Byniiben so ist kurtz verschiner
zydt ein manss persohn Abraham WiJieth todts verscheiden, da niemandts weyss, woher
derselbig sye. Wollicher jung ins landt khomen , und des dienens befleissen, endtlich sich
alhir in die ehe gestelt, und das landtrecht koufft und zaldt, darnach ihme selbige frouw
abgestorben, hat er sich ungevor vor dryen jaren widerumb verehelichet, und jetzund
er dieselbige frouwen verlassen und diewyl er keine lyb erben noch andere friindt, dan
die hinderlassne husfrouwen hat, und aber etwass giiedtlins ungevarlich by vier hundert
kronen vorhanden , <lass aber iir nach ires fiirgiibens ihr solle gemacht haben. Mit pit eiier
gnaden wolle mich berichten , wess ich mich hierin zu verhalten habe."
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personal names such as "Claude, Claudine, Claudaz" are striking. The
first name Claude is indeed a sign of Waldensian persuasion. 8 In the list
of the 65 people , there were seven, that is , nearly one-eighth with that
first name. Three men named Claude suffered death because of their
supposed trespasses such as blasphemy, profanity, and witchcraft, as
they were construed by the authorities.
In the case of Claude Harnist, the theological aspect is especially
pronounced. He was bothered by a theological problem that had surfaced
in a heated exchange in the village pub . He was supposed to have stated:
"Christ, the Lord, had been a poor sinner just as we are." 9 He thus equated
the humanity of Jesus of Nazareth with that of all people in order to assert
his physical earthly existence. That statement of Harnist was reported to
the bailiff as if he had claimed that Jesus Christ had been a sinner just as
anybody else. The bailiff judged this view as blasphemy, that is, as an
offense and revilement of God. The judicial proceedings that followed
ended with Harnist's execution, but not before his tongue was cut off.
The background of that fatal debate was this: For centuries ,
Waldenses had been accused of being Manicheans who had claimed that
Jesus had a body merely in appearance. Albigensians and Waldenses ,
however, did not hold such a view. The shopkeeper Harnist was the
victim of just such a misattribution that he actually rejected. His declarations show that he was a Waldensian.
Blasphemy may not be interpreted as a denial of God; they are not
the same. The discussion of Claude Harnist in the pub was based on
the story of the crucifixion, certainly a central event for the Christian
faith that must take Christ's entreaty seriously: "Lord, if possible let this
chalice be taken from me," and "Father forgive them! " 10
When Claude Harnist pondered the issue , hi s contemporaries
could not understand it. Misunderstood, he became a martyr, although
he was a witness for the truth . During the later judicial proceedings, it
became clear that Claude Harnist had been inspired by a "certain booklet called der monschen spiegel," the peoples ' mirror. Unfortunately
that little book could not be identified. But it must have been related

8

See Hostettler, "Anabapti sm in the Frontier Region ," footnote 4.
"Christus der Herr seye so wol ein armer siinder gesin wie wir."
1
°Christian dogma holds as central the doctrine of the true divinity as well as of the
humanity of Jesus Christ who could not have been simultaneously his own father and his
son. It is a matter of theology, not of physicality.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol50/iss2/2
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to books called Martyrs' Mirrors that were handed down for centuries.
They claimed a separate tradition originating in primitive Christianity
and featured an ecclesiastical community that had been an alternative
to the Roman Church. This alternative account circulated in numerous
editions and variations and presented the history of "evangelical communities" since primitive Christianity to about 1660, but fully apart
from the Church of Rome. 11 In trying times, parts or summaries of such
Mirrors that told about hundreds of witnesses to the faith were passed
around for spiritual strengthening.
In a later edition of such an (ecumenical 12 ) Martyrs ' Mirror, Abraham Mellinus claimed that Waldenses, Albigenses, and Anabaptists, understood the following sentence of the Apostle Paul in the same way in
reference to Christology: "Christ as a man reflects the true image of the
invisible God." 13 Claude Harnist would probably have felt understood
by this biblical interpretation. By the way, after his execution his family
was deprived of his property that was inventoried in all its detail for the
government's benefit. 14 The notation on the list regarding Bernette Perret, furthermore, sounds like the blare of a trumpet that announces the
coming persecution of the Pietists: "She was accused of Stilndlerei, that
is, of attending conventicles." 15

[2] The Inhabitants of the Valley in the Piemont, Hard-pressed
because of Religion, and Bernese Diplomacy until the Peace of
Westphalia of 1648
Between 1610 and 1617, the plague passed through the Bernese
regions, as did Savoyard troops. The Duke of Savoy claimed the region of the Waadt as his domain that Bern had occupied. 16 National and
international politics intermingled, and only those who had a passport

11
Thanks to a suggestion of H.R. Hanni , I was able to consult an edition of the
Martyrs' Mirror that probably dated from 1682 and is owned privately in Langnau in the
Emmental.
12
Separate from these "traditional and handed on" "Mirrors ," the Dutch Anabaptists issued their own rather "denominational" Mirror and disregarded the centuries-old
tradition of the former.
13
Colossians 2, 9.
14
A V 1186 Amterbuch Schwarzenburg C, pp. 111 , 488-496, 580.
15
A II 399 / RM 88, p. 67 (1643) .
16
A II 335 / RM 24 , p. 188 (1612).
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could get through. Savoyards pressed against the southern border o~
the State of Bern and could hardly be kept in check, thereby challeng
ing diplomacy as well. Experienced ambassadors such as Baron de 1~
Cournette travelled far and wide and presented their reports and messages. Painstakingly ''fridens-articul," articles of peace, were drafted
such as those between Savoy and Spain . In the end, Bern as well as its
allies made peace with the Duke of Savoy made possible by the mediation of the King of England and his agent residing in Turin. After many
dispositions and as many counter-proposals, texts were finally forged
that found agreement, but the soldiery still roamed through the country.
Also many undesirable foreigners importuned Bern's government. Supposed witches and fiends were picked up and put to death. Thus many
strange family and first names were entered in the Bernese CouncilManual: Ester Premanaz, Claude Perveulaz, Pinget Lolinaz, Pirnon
Sevra, Claude Sauvegraz , and many others. 17
But the conflict between the Duke of Savoy and the evangelical
people in the valleys of the Piemont remained unresolved, and they remained hard pressed because of their beliefs. 18 The Inquisitor General
of the Roman Church at Turin, furthermore, attacked the Evangelicals.
"In the three Waldensian Valleys of Luserna, Perosa , and San Martino ,
that are especially attached to our religion," he had gradually eliminated
the evangelical preachers. 19 By depriving the people of their pastors, all,
including those who remained, "should be drawn again to the papacy,"
an attempt the government of Bern was not willing to let succeed. A note
of protest was to be prepared, translated into French , and be submitted
to the Duke. Bern's leaders , furthermore, were to directly contact the
clergy of the Piemontese Angrongno Valley. Some even suggested that
in order to meet the distress "a collection of support should be made"
and personally transmitted. 20
Thus, good intentions were evident. Also, the members of the Confederation were to be involved, at least those of the evangelical persuasion. But some demanded that first, the nature of the emergency should
be clarified and, also, which people were most in need . Such inquiry
demanded time, however, and it soon became evident that all, and not
17

A II 356 / RM ( 1623 January-July) .
" piemontesische talleute" -fi rst time used in A II 398 / RM 87 ( 1643).
19
AII398 / RM 87,pp. IO , 11 , 47 .
20
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol50/iss2/2
A II 399 / RM 88.
18
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only those in the Angronga Valley, needed support. 21 Help, therefore,
was a long time in coming despite the urgency of the situation. Intense
effort on the diplomatic plane, furthermore, led necessarily to much correspondence that needed to be prepared and finalized by the offices. An
example may stand for many others:
Based on today's report of the most honored Lords of
the committee dealing with the Piemontese matter, my gracious Lords and Superiors erstwhile have found it good simply to remain with the official advisory and assessment, but
to postpone the mission until the recommended conference
with Mr. Leger having arrived in Geneva has taken place. It
will then further be deliberated in what effective way the distressed people of the Piemont valleys should be helped. 22

It is noteworthy that the terms "Piemontese Valley people" and
"Piemontese" are officially used by the Bernese Council for the first time
between the months of May and November of 1643.23 It signifies that
Savoyard and Piemontese need to be distinguished; Savoyard was to be
understood as a political, and Piemontese as a denominational reference.

[3] Prohibition of Marriages with Foreigners,
Separation and Expulsions
In the third quarter of the 17t1, century, the persecution of the
Piemont Valley people by the Duke of Savoy remained a constant issue
and even intensified. At the height of the persecution, one cry for help
followed another. In 1655 for the first time, there was a marginal note in
the protocol of the Bernese government referring to "Waldenses" which
clearly meant the "Piemontese Valley people." Thus, the two terms were
synonymous. It seems as if with some embarrassment, one wanted to
talk merely of some distant relatives, but then realized that the French21

A II 412 / RM IO I . At that time there were 14 Evangelical parishes .
II 453 / RM 142, p. 334: " Uber heut beschehene relation meine hochgeehrten
herren der committierten zum piemontischen geschiifft, habindt myn gniidig herren und
oberen zwar es by dem uffgsetzten consulto und gutfinden einfaltig verbleiben, die expedition aber dahin eingestelt sein !assen, biss die gutfundene conferentz mit dem dort biss
zu Genff angelangten hr. Leger ihren fortgang genommen haben wirt, danach weiter zu
beratschlagen , <lurch wess kreftige weg als piemont betrengten thalleilten ze helffen sein
werde."
23
398BYU
/ RM
87.
PublishedII by
ScholarsArchive,
2014
22
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speaking Piemontese were evangelical fellow believers. Solidarity was
now required and Bern became awake .
Despite all intercessions, however, the Duke of Savoy refused to
grant peace to the hard-pressed valley people. Letters sent by Geneva,
Bern, and Zurich, failed to impress him . Bern looked ahead to a dark
future and even sought to discover hints that its southern neighbor was
preparing for war. Yet, information about it proved to be scant.24
At the beginning of 1655, Bern insisted on two points:
1. Daughters may not get married abroad.
2. At least two Piemontese pastors were to receive a partial stipend .25

Nonetheless, the distress in the Piemont increased. It had already
lasted ten years, and Bern was still searching for means by which it
could help. Yet-as a kind of a flanking measure-all Savoyard peddlers or hucksters were expelled from the country.26 On the political
level, great efforts were made, but without much success. The four
evangelical states sent the diplomat Leger to the Duke27 with the written
request to go easy on the Piemontese . The Duke was not impressed and
explained why he had "been led to impugn the Waldenses." 28 He was
annoyed that the valley people had been ungrateful and had destroyed
the Castel a la Tour. 29 Therefore , some claimed that the Duke had to be
pressured in a serious way and that the matter had to be put to the assembly of the Confederacy in Aarau; but all was perhaps too late. The
collection of money was extended throughout the Confederacy, while
news about the "cruel persecution" in the Piemont was spread far and
wide . Ambassadors were sent back and forth debating whether perhaps
all Savoyards in the country should be expelled. 30 Two years later in
1658, trouble erupted anew:
It so happened that some days ago, two strong , but
unnoticed sets of Savoyard men had arrived in groups at
Nyon and Morges , where they went separate ways. And it

24

On Lake Geneva, large ships had been seen in readiness. A JI 422 / RM 111 , p. 17.
AII446 / RM 135 , p. 421.
26
AII422 / RM 111,p, 45 .
27
AII433 / RM 122(1655).
28
A II 343 / RM 123 . p. 31.
29
Ail437 / RM 126, p.121 (1656) .
30
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol50/iss2/2
8
AII343 / RM 123 , p.215.
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has further happened that given these difficult events, the
suspicion has arisen that they were sent to move into lands
in such a way that they could become united in a short time.
And although they could be those kettle repairers who usually come into the country towards winter and travel through
the land pursuing their craft, we still thought it advisable to
order that especially at the passes, such people should be
stopped and asked where they were coming from and where
they were going and what their craft was, and should some
suspicion arise that they were to be stopped and all be reported . 3 1

[4] Peak of the Persecution and
Transmittal of the Collected Money
In the spring of 1655, Bern finally realized the dire situation of the
Savoyard Reformed Piemontese. Now the laments sent by those who
"are in the Valley of Angrongne of our religion" were actually read, and
it was acknowledged that they "had been driven from house and home
into misery, their houses ransacked and everything totally destroyed." 32
It was realized more and more that, given the indescribable distress, help was not merely Bern's duty but that of all evangelical states
of the Confederacy. Bern, Basel, Zurich, and Schaffhausen, were to
stand united. And time was getting short. A common "Intercessions"
letter to the Duke was needed and was to be transmitted by General von
Erlach and Lieutenant Gerig David. Zurich viewed Bern's proposals to
be quite meager, while diplomatic measures were, at their most, intense
and the military was put on alert. 33
As to the monetary collection, it was high time that it be sent.
31

A II 444 / RM 133 ( I658): "Es sye vorkommen, dass seit etlich tag dahar starke
zwei unbeachtete Savoyermannen truppenweis zu Neuis und Morsee angekomrnen,
daselbst sich zertheilt und weiters passiert, da bei disen schwierigen leiiften die mutmassung vorfelle, dass sie sich in die lender zebegeben bestelt sein mochten, wie dann erst
ein solche weiss ... in wenig zeit zusammengebracht werden konne. Und obwol es derjenigen kessleren sein mochten , die jeweilen gegen winter ins land kommen, und mit
irer begangenschaft das land durchziehen, so habend sie doch fiir gut befunden, jhnen
zebefelchen, dz sonderlich by den passen uff dergleichen fiirpassierende leiit geachtet,
dieselben grad gestelt, wohin sie kommind und wohin sie wellind und was ihre begangenschaft und so etwas verdachts sich erregte, dieselben uffgehalten und jegliche <lessen
berichtet werdind."
32 A II 433 / RM 122 (January-March 1655): "von haus und heim ins elend vertriben ihre heiiser spoliert und alles verderbt worden."
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The funds now amounted to no less than 6,040 Thalers and was to be
noted in the tax and collection register, specified according to the town
of the donors. The sum total of the collection was finally rounded to
1,500 doubloons and sent to Geneva .34 There honorary representatives
of Turin were to receive the donations and, it seems, to hand them over
to the Duke for the valley people of the Piemont. At the same time,
it was mentioned that as a kind of acknowledgement "the intended
peace agreement between the Duke of Savoy and the valley people be
implemented." 35
Later, however, there was the sobering remark that the Tagsatzung, the gathering of the members of the Confederacy, needed to be
appraised of "that presumed peace agreement." 36 Also the program of
the Fast-, Thanksgiving- and Prayer-Day set for the fall merely asked
that "one generally pray for the peace of the distressed evangelical
churches where ever they might be" instead of " thanking especially"
for the peace achieved. 37
Numerous written communications were sent in order to stem the
plight in the Piemont, but apparently a full understanding of the situation had been lost. However, industrious efforts were made to find places for Piemontese asylum seekers and to send ambassadors repeatedly
to the Piemont. Furthermore, the Lord of Bonstetten and bailiff Stiirler
had just completed the demanding trip to the Duke of Savoy in Turin .
But everything remained in abeyance , and no binding agreements were
achieved. Letters were also sent concerning the matter not only to the
Duke of Savoy, but also to the Elector of Brandenburg, even to the
French royal court and to the titular bishop of Lausanne. Although efforts and good will existed aplenty, all activities came to nothing. 38
In April 1664, the Piemontese preacher Daniel Fi pert came to Bern
to offer thanks in the name of the Evangelical parishes. 39 The visit motivated the Bernese clergy anew to resume the collection of money, and
by the following Monday, it was taken up again . Also other preachers

24

On Lake Geneva, large ships had been seen in readiness. A II 422 / RM 111 , p. 17 .
All 446 / RM 135, p. 421 .
26
All 422 / RM 111 , p, 45 .
27
A II 433 / RM 122 (1655).
28
A II 343 / RM 123. p. 31.
29
A II 437 / RM 126, p.121 (1656).
30 AJI341 / RM 123 , p. 215 .
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol50/iss2/2
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from the valleys of the Piemont came to visit and were heard. 40 A new
collection of money that netted more than 3,779 crowns was to be entrusted to the Lord von Graffenried, then sent to Geneva, and be brought
to Savoy by the Turetins. But this time a receipt was requested and carefully filed together with a list.
At this time, the number of Piemontese immigrants increased at
an alarming rate, and laborers arrived in droves with their wives and
children. Bern became a place of transit since it could provide settlers
for Brandenburg, as well as for the repeopling of the Palatinate. In September 1666, Bern was informed that those who had been given permanent asylum in Heidelberg wanted to retrieve their loved ones. 41 Whole
families intent upon travel to the region were now given a collective
pass,42 and even the Duke himself had proposed such a step. 43 The embarkation of the refugees occurred at Yverdon as they themselves had
suggested, others assembled at Wangen at the Aare River, still others
had to find a way to Basel and locate a boat. All those merely passing
through received 60 thalers in aid as a "Zehrpfennig" -a contribution
towards expenses. 44

[5] Financing of the Asylum Fond from the Salt-Fund
Over the years, Bern's financial outlay for the asylum problem had
grown alarmingly and liquid assets had become scarce. At times, even
the bankruptcy of the State seemed looming in the near future so that
several steps were taken:

33

A II 433 / RM 122 (January-March 1655) .
A II 434 / RM 123 (April-July 1655) .
35
A II 435 / RM 124, p. 66 (July-December 1655): "disen fridensgschrifft zwischen
dem Herzog uss Saffoy und den tallei.ithen zu cooperiren."
36
A II 435 / RM 124, p. 310 .
37
A II 435 / RM 124, p. 335 (Fall 1655): "in genere umb den friden der betrengten
evangelischen kirchen , wo sy sind, zu erpitten."
38
AII458 / RM 147,pp. 81, 12l;All459 / RM 148,p.12.
39
A II 459 / RM 148 (April 1664).
40
A II 460 / RM 149.
41
All 464 / RM 153 , p. 22 .
42
A II 463 / RM 152 (May 1666).
43
A II 466 / RM 155 (February-July 1667) .
44
A II 466 / RM 155, p. 52; A II 547 / RM 235, p. 79.
34
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1. The budget was to be examined in order to determine whether one
could economize somewhere.45
2. The financing of the needs of refugees was turned over to the "SaltCassa," that is, to be covered by revenues accrued from the mining of
salt in the region of Ahl en/ Aigle and of Vivis/Vevey where Bern had
established a bailiwick after its occupation of the Waadt. In order to
solve the recurring problem of liquidity, the salt revenues were dealt
with as if they were a bank. Thus between 1687 and 1700, the patrician
government of Bern repeatedly ordered the director of the salt mines to
provide money so that several times large sums were drawn from the
salt revenues to assist the Piemontese refugees.46
Because the state treasury had repeatedly been depleted, it was
suspected that money was being drained away; thus, it was seriously
debated whether to look into the matter, and also to consider where one
could possibly economize.47 A subsequent inquiry, however, apparently
did not discover anything wrong. In January 1693, again 1,500 crowns
were withdrawn from the "Salz Fass," the salt barrel, in the hope of
encouraging refugees to move on. The phrase "ein Fass ohne Boden," a
barrel without bottom, might have come from the experience of assisting refugees.
3. The Bernese people were continually asked for money on behalf of
the Piemontese, and in 1687 volunteers were sought. 48 In Bern, collections were taken up in the Holy Ghost, Nydegg, and the French churches, but only during morning services.49
4. As a special measure, firewood was collected that was to be handed
over to needy Piemontese.50

45

AII514/RM202,p . 165 .
A II 519 / RM 207, p.27s; A II 537 / RM 225, p. 35s; the order was issued that
3000 Thaler were to be held in readiness; p. 115: 1000 Thaler; p. 412: 7000 Thaler; A II
538 / RM 226, p. 79: 1900 crowns; A II 542 / RM 230, p. 52: 1000 Thaler; p. 305: 1000
Thaler;AII 545 / RM 233, p. 234: 1500 crowns;AII 554/RM 242, p. 374s: 19,200 Gulden; A II 568 / RM 256, p. 39: 12,000 Gulden.
47
A II 543 / RM 231 , p. 337.
48
A II 529 / RM 207, pp. 71 , 131.
49
A II 519 / RM 207 , pp. 73, 131 .
50
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol50/iss2/2
A II 546 / RM 234, p. 76; A II 565 / RM 253, p.17s; A II 575 / RM 263, p.12. 12
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5. Exiled preachers were to receive special support.51 In the fall of 1685,
the preachers were asked to sign the formula of consensus of the Heidelberg Catechism at the Day of Prayer so that the profession of faith of all
pastors would be uniform; the step might also have served as a kind of
acknowledgement of the support they had received. 52
6. Bern proposed a meeting of the Confederacy's Evangelical members
to deal with the question of the exiles,53 since Zurich, Basel, Schaffhausen, and Bern, were unevenly burdened by the increasing wave of
refugees and a better distribution should be attempted. At a time of rising prices and a dearth of grains, Bern was unable to carry on alone. 54

[6] Asylum Seekers and Intractable Piemontese to Be Deported
In August 1687, the Piemontese were joined by French exiles,
and it seemed that the waves of refugees were never ending. General
dissatisfaction arose not only in the government, but also among the
people at large, although all agreed that the sick and those over age sixty
should not be urged to move. Furthermore, refugees had been coming
whose guns and ammunition had to be taken away. And then there were
those who, having hardly arrived, wanted to return, while others refused
to move to Brandenburg or Ireland. The situation became overwhelming. Also the handouts were quite uneven; at certain places they were
given out so lavishly that among "those who enjoyed them one could
observe all kinds of haughtiness and luxury, thus a revision of the order
of alms-giving that had been envisioned anyway" needed to be undertaken. Among the proposals were the demand that one should reduce the
amount given out, and also, to let those with some means "know that
they ought to seek their fortune this spring somewhere else and that the
Gracious Lords could not help them any longer." 55
51

All 514 / RM 202.
All 514 I RM 202 , p. 35 .
53
A II 535 / RM 223 , p . 177 ; A II 553 / RM 241, p. 51 (1694) . Exiles and Piemontese are used synonymously from here on.
54
A II 545 / RM 233 , p. 234.
55
A II 545 I RM 233 , p. 234: bei "denen die es geniessen, allerlei hoffart und
schlekereyen beobachtet werden , derowegen .. . die bereits hievor erkente revision dieser
Almusenordnung;" "verdeuten, dass sie dieses friihjahr die fortun anderswo suchen sollen
und die gnadigen Herren ihnen hier nicht !anger beispringen ktinnind."
52
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In August 1688, the government even used force to prevent the
Piemontese who had been brought to the region of Schwarzenburg to
return to their homeland .56 Also, the view of the Piemontese began to include labels that had been used to characterize Anabaptists. Like these,
the Piemontese were now labeled as "stubborn, obstinate and intractable" because they did not want to go to Brandenburg but to Geneva. 57
Still others were prevented to return to the Piemont by being ruthlessly
whipped. 58 Others, however, wandered through the land and tried somehow to make it. 59 It became evident that asylum politics had become
wholly unmanageable and despite the concern for the plight of the exiled, it all had turned to an overwhelming burden, especially at a time
when food prices were rising and cereals becoming scarce. 60

[7] The Exiled, Expelled and RefugeesThe Language Regime after 1671
After 1671, the term "the Exiled" 6 1 came into use. Those driven
away had come in droves from all over and simply had to be provided
for. Although they were certainly fellow believers, they were also aliens.
Some had come of their own choosing, and thus were truly emigrants.
Others, however, had been "sent," that is, hadbeen driven out; these
were the expelled, the true refugees. If only one could send the useless laborers away, but keep those who were of use! 62 The protocol did
not specify whether immigrants and those who had been expelled were
examined differently at the border; although it seems likely since both
were fellow believers needing help.
It had to be made certain, however, that these people at the border
were truly fellow believers and not Catholics slipping in. It was agreed
56

AII525 / RM213 , p. 193 .
AIi 525 / RM 213, p. 193, p . 437; All 526 / RM 214, pp. 7s , 217, 354s, 371.
58 A II 527 / RM 215, p. 504 .
59
A II 531 / RM 219, p. 96 .
60 A II 548 / RM 236, p. 5s , 256, 322; A II I RM 237 p. 184.
6
' A II 476 / RM 165 ; A II 485 / RM 174, p. 535.
62 " . . . so sind meghh bedacht, volglich all und jeden, so mit ihren handwerken undt
handlungen der Burgerschafft beschwarlich fallen, emigrieren zu )assen. Under welchem
aber nit gemeint sein sollen die niitzlichen fabrikanten undt manifacturen; ... glichvil
aber auch in dem verstandt, dass volgends die execution gegen deren emigranten nit <lurch
confiscation ihrer arbeit undt waren, sondern etwan <lurch ... [Besteuerung?] ihrer laden
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol50/iss2/2
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to sustain them, that is, to provide food, shelter, and clothing, until their
qualification had become certain or until they could be sent home again.
Once received, the exiled were to be sent directly to Bern.63
Four years later, official instruction was requested under the marginal notation "relating to Waldenses" that was to take the long term
into account. It had become apparent that an immediate return had
become impossible. At the first meeting of the Evangelical members
of the Confederacy in Baden, a necessary admonition was made that
Piemont's valley people should not be forgotten. 64
Then a meeting was planned to be held in Aarau to find a solution
to the problem of provisions ,65 but first the deputies dealing with the
matter of Anabaptists had to arrive. 66 When these finally came, it became apparent that the other Evangelical members of the Confederacy
were also unable to cope with providing for the refugees. With much
concern, the group decided to submit the matter to the French Consistory that was prepared to build up an ordered system of distributing
provisions in the regions of Gex and Lausanne that included Moudon,
Morges, Nyon, and Chillon.67 For once there seemed to be a solution,
but in the spring of 1696, new trouble arose. In Bern , the government
was starting to struggle against the Pietists and their "impermissible
gatherings and erroneous teachings." 68

[8] Fellow Believers or Unwanted Foreigners? Some Conclusions
1. Research in the Council Manuals of the l Th century shows that with
changing conditions, the naming of the people in question also changed .
At the start, refugees coming from the Piemont were called Savoyards,
and thus were viewed from a political perspective. The name remained
common until 1643 when Bern began to use the label Piemontese Valley
People or simply Piemontese, which acquired a denominational meaning. This usage lasted until 1671 when both terms were replaced by the
word "Exiles" and remained in use until about 1700.

63
64

65
66

67

68

A II 485 / RM
A II 497 / RM
A II 556 / RM
A II 556 / RM
A 11560 I RM
A II 562 / RM

174 (May-November 1675) , p. 535.
185, p. 413 .
244, p. 42 (January 1695) .
244 , p. 374.
248, p. I09, 330 .
250 , p . I 32ss ( 1696).
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2. It is noteworthy that the denominational term (Evangelical) Valley
People never referred to the accord of 1532 between Waldenses and
Evangelicals in the Piemontese Chanforan. It may indicate a somewhat
uncertain relationship to these fellow believers.
3. Also, the nearly complete avoidance of the name Waldenses is noteworthy. It is used several times in the protocols, but only during the
most severe persecution years of 1655 to 1662 when the word is noted
merely in the margin and with different ink, thus a later entry.
4. The ambivalent attitude towards the Piemontese valley people is already implied in the resolution of 1605 that was to regulate the immigration from the south: "Savoyards who come into the land and who are of
the Reformed persuasion shall show their formal papers .... If they are
unable to show them and are of honest conduct, they should be received
nevertheless by loyalty oath." 69 The first conditions-"Reformed" and
having "papers" -point to a strict and unbending attitude, the second
considering exceptional treatment signifies a mild and understanding
approach. It may be assumed that a baptismal certificate was sufficient
for proving a person's Reformed persuasion .
5. Many passages of the Council Manuals show that helping the
Waldenses was considered a duty owed fellow believers, even as it became a severe burden at times . Members of Bern 's government seem to
have been unnecessarily clumsy in dealing with the Savoyards . They
clashed and fought among themselves, also directives were ignored. On
the basis of their experience with the Anabaptists, the Patricians should
have learned how to deal with the Piemontese. Worn out as they waited
for conditions to change, the ruling people began to ask "how one could
possibly get rid of these people so that they would not be a burden again
the coming winter." 70

69
A II 320 / RM 9 (January-June I605). " Savoyer, die ins landt kommen und reformierter religion , sollen ihre mannrechtsbriefe aufweisen .... So sie aber ihr mannsrecht
nit ufbringen mogendt undt aber eins ehrlichen wandels sindt, sollent sie nit destminer in
huldigung uffgnommen werden ." -Formally "Huldigung" meant professing loyalty to
the government by oath.
10
A II 548 / RM 236 ( 1693): "wie man sich diser leiiten entladen konne, so dass sie
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol50/iss2/2
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It is evident that the solution of problems connected with making
people move instead of integrating them , had been pursued for quite
some time, but was finally systematically worked out and refined in
the 1680s. The issue had intensified because of the large number of
refugees, as well as by the lack of sufficient food . At the core, however,
understanding and love were still lacking , strangling the sense of solidarity.
The systematic tightening of dealing with the refugee problem occurred in various steps. First, sparsely inhabited regions were identified
where people could be settled in groups. Such were areas near AhlenVivis, Lenzburg , Aarau, Zurich, Luzern, Konigsfelden, and Brugg, also
Aarberg, Erlach, and Nidau. Misplacements were corrected as they realized that French-speaking exiles succeeded better in urban conditions,
and Waldenses in rural regions such as in the Emmental where they
found themselves in a familiar environment.71
As these places became filled , officials eyed regions abroad such
as Wiirttemberg , Brandenburg, Hessen, Frankfurt, and Ireland. While
resettlement occurred in shifts, letters and ambassadorial interventions
arranged the refugees' move.
Between 1655 and 1662 , the time of the worst persecution of the
Waldenses, refugee help was in the hands of the almsgiver who could
only provide emergency aid. With time , however, the task became larger and more complex than one had assumed; after a few years, therefore,
a special commission, the so-called "Exulanten-Cammer," was established to manage the influx .
In the 1690s, the challenges were not being met. Getting the refugees to move seemed to halt. Places that could be filled within the country with small groups had vanished, those to be sent abroad proved to be
expensive as to preparation , and the exiles were often unwanted.
In 1694 , the King of France issued an edict that encouraged all
Piemontese who had fled to return home. It created an incredible disarray since Piemontese were fleeing to the very lands from which those
who had left before now wanted to return. The response was to be hastened, but the cumbersome structure of the Evangelical estates, hoping
to take a common approach concerning all issues, rather slowed things.
Although the inexperienced office concerned with the exiled tried its

71

A II 51 8 / RM 206, p. 455 (March 1694).
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best , it was finally told to collaborate with the office that dealt with the
Anabaptists that had plenty of experience with removing people and
now was charged with assisting in the task. 72
As long as compassion and mercy was the dominant response , it
seems that Bern had not considered the duplication represented by the
creation of an office dealing with the exiles in addition to that concerned
with Anabaptists. It seems that an increasing mass immigration had fully overwhelmed the new office that was ordered to submit its measures
to the office dealing with the Anabaptists, thereby acknowledging its
superiority. That step not only diminished the duplication, but also oriented the task of both offices towards the removal of people. 73

Appendix
17 th Century Migration, Witchcraft, and Executions
Noted in the Bernese Council Manual

Source RM* Year

Remarks

Punishment

Name

First Name

Sex

Pachod

Jaquena

f

25/460

Sarrons

N

?

25/460

Servos

Pemette

f

88/95

161 3

suspect of
witchcraft

Panissod

Claude

m

27/332

1614

blasphemy

expelled

Pentett

?

m/f

27/333

1614

couple

death by fire

Pilnehet

Pierre

m

28/257

1614

*

death by fire

Petillat

Frarn;:oise

f

29/262

1615

+

death sentence

Pelluchet

Susanne

f

35/267

1618

1613

+

executed

executed

burnt

A II 551 / RM 239, p. 385 (March 1694).
An example of that orientation is the project of 1719 that considered keeping
about 130 spouses of Anabaptist preachers imprisoned as a group and for life or to have
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol50/iss2/2
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them deported overseas. AV 1471 Resoonsa prudentum No . 2.
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Pilliard

Frarn;:oise

f

36/105

1618

*

Prodon

Jean

m

36/123

1618

due to murder
in Piemont

Lolinaz

Pinget

?

45/185b

1623

+

Perveulaz

Claude

m

45/17 la

1623

+

Pinand

Melchisedec m

45/47a

1623

Jew?

Prenebaz

Ester

f

451155a

1623

+Jewish?

Sauvegraz

Claude

m

45/296

1623

+

Sevraz

Pirnon

m

45/23a

1623

+

m

54/289

1627

a murderer

broken on wheel

Perauld

burnt

naturalized

Porehet

Anthi

m

54/267

1627

a murderer

executed

Pachoud

Johannam

f

57/211

1629

+

to be executed

Parrier

Tenon

m

58/36

1629

+

to be executed

Pelignaz

Jacques

m

58/160

1629

witchcraft

to be executed

Pelignaz

Jeanne

f

Peiper

Annam

f

58/110

1629

+

to be executed

Pethey

Frarn;:oise

f

57/385

+

to be executed

Pidinelli

Pierre

m

58/56

1629

+a fiend

to be executed

Sttibe Josseinen

m

69/230

1635

to be executed

Porchet

Fran~oise

f

75/3 10

1637

murderer
and thief
+

Sterchi

Barbara

f

74/3 JO

1637

Pidoux

Claudaz

f

82/4

1641

90 year witch

Pidoux

Jacques,
widower

m

82/4

1641

conflict due
to oath
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m

87/293

1643

master witch

Perret Bernette

f

88/67

1643

attending
conventicles

Perret Estina

f

88/245

1643

+

PiguetJudith

f

88/1

1643

+

Parroud

Georges

to be executed

Prevenaz

Isaac

m

88/221.254 1643

atheist (Jewish?)

Prevot

Pernet

f

88/95

1643

suspect of witchcraft

Echod

Blaisette

f

89/284

1644

Weicherderberin

Perroz

Frangoise

f

89/284

1644

Weichwerberin

executed

Pictet

Aymaz

f

90/37

1644

*

to be
executed

Presses

Claudes

f

89/144

1644

+

executed

Perray

Marie

f

92/140

1645

*

to be
executed

Perretet

Jeanne

f

96/250

1647

+

to be
burned

100/297

1648

+

Esvalet

?

Perrin

Jaques

m

99/107

1648

due to crime

Piot

Susana

w

98/50

1648

murder of infant

Portenier

Sara

f

99/9

1648

for neck iron
(Jewish?)

Schwytzer

Anna

f

99/131

1648

Eicher

Anna

f

104/42.87 1649

to be
executed

to be
banned
suspect of
witchcraft
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convicted/
pardon

Perdillon

?

103/148

1649

loudmouthed

Perser

f

103/55

1649

a crying o ne banished

m

104/40s

1649

satani c signs

Prendleloup

m

102/353
103/277

1649

Prinnaz

?

103.23. 157 1649

banished

Schneideri n

f

102/36 1

1649

inheritance
issue

f

104/16

1649

Senarclens , de

?

102/288352 1649

Besson

Susanne

f

127/184

Harnisch

Claude

m

C/1 11.488 74 1658

Pithord

Marie

f

144/57

1662

Pochet

Anth oine

m

147/50

1663

suspect of
witchcraft

Passy

Claude

m

153

1666

*

?

153/170

1666

f

153/68

1666

Pirolet

T homas

Scholl

Anna

Pilloud
Pithon

Anthone

1657

inheritance of
the executed

prostitute

to be banished
escaped's inherit.

*

to be executed

blasphemy

executed
beheaded

banished

* =witch

+ = unhold , unholdin ; means devilish, witch like, conjurer
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Amterbuch Schwarzenburg; see Paul Hostettler, "Tiiufertum im Grenzbegiet
zwischen deutscher und welscher Schweiz und seine waldensischen Wurzeln ," (University Library Bern) 19-22.
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